WARNING

Before applying power to a thermoelectric module, make sure the hot side is mounted to a heat sink that is sufficiently rated for dissipating the heat that is produced and pumped by the module. Powering a thermoelectric module without provision for a heat sink can result in module failure and possible injury to the user.

In applying compression to a thermoelectric module, take extra care to adjust pressure slowly at each compression point, so that compression across the surface area of the module can be roughly equalized throughout the adjustment process. A common error is to tighten one side so that it tips below the top surface of the module (Fig. A); then when pressure is increased on the opposite side, it creates leverage which crushes the module (Fig. B). The greater the number of compression points or their distance from the module, the greater the likelihood of damaging the module in this manner. Try to use only two compression points per module (if possible) and keep them in close proximity to the module (within 0.25\").
NOTES:

1. TELLUREX INVENTORY PART NUMBER C1-1.4-127-1.14WPP1
2. CUSTOMER ACCEPTANCE:
   APPROVED BY: ___________________________
   DATE: _________________________________
3. SUBSTRATE CHIPS THAT DO NOT INTERSECT WITH CONDUCTOR PADS ARE ACCEPTABLE.
4. VISIBLE SUBSTRATE CRACKS ARE UNACCEPTABLE
5. PENCIL, PEN, OR MARKER MARKS FOR MANUFACTURING REASONS ARE ACCEPTABLE.
6. SOLDER MELTING TEMPERATURE 144°C, BOTH SUBSTRATES AND LEADS
7. PERIMETER SEALED USING RESIN TECHNOLOGY GROUP DPE-121297-1 WHITE

12V nominal

16V @ 8 Amperes